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Abstract
The complexity status of the stable set problem in the class of P5-free graphs is unknown.
In the present paper we study an approach to the problem based on 4nding augmenting graphs.
The main result is that the stable set problem in the class of P5-free graphs is polynomially
equivalent to the problem of 4nding augmenting graphs containing a P4. We apply this result to
detect a new in4nite family of graph classes where the problem has a polynomial time solution.
The new family generalizes several previously known results.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The stable set problem is that of 4nding in a graph a subset of pairwise non-adjacent
vertices (a stable set) of maximum cardinality. The problem is known to be NP-hard
in general graphs. Moreover, it remains di;cult even under substantial restrictions: for
triangle-free graphs [16], cubic planar graphs [7], (K1;4; diamond)-free graphs [4], etc.
On the other hand, in some particular classes of graphs it can be solved e;ciently,
i.e. in polynomial time. It is the case for perfect graphs [10], fork-free graphs [1]
(including claw-free [12,17] and (chair,bull)-free graphs [6]), several subclasses of
P5-free [3,8,9,11,13] and P6-free [14] graphs. In the present paper our special concern
is the class of P5-free graphs since it is the only minimal class de4ned by a single
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connected forbidden induced subgraph where the complexity status of the stable set
problem is unknown.
Restricted to the class of P5-free graphs, we study a general approach to the problem
based on 4nding augmenting graphs, which is as follows. Given a stable set S in a
graph G, we look for an induced bipartite subgraph H = (V1; V2; E) with V1 ⊆ S,
V2 ∩ S = ∅ such that S ′ = (S − V1) ∪ V2 is a stable set of larger size than S. If such
a graph H exists, we call it augmenting for S. We say that set S ′ is obtained from S
by H -augmentation and call number |V2| − |V1|= |S ′| − |S| the increment of H .
The augmenting graph approach has been used many times to develop e;cient al-
gorithms for the stable set problem in special classes of graphs (see e.g. [1,11–14,17]).
The idea of the approach is to apply H -augmentations for S as long as possible. If
no augmenting graph exists for S, then it is a maximum stable set. Thus, the stable
set problem is polynomially equivalent to the problem of 4nding augmenting graphs.
The main result of the present paper is that in the class of P5-free graphs, the stable
set problem is polynomially equivalent to 4nding augmenting graphs containing a P4,
i.e. a chordless path on 4 vertices. In the concluding section of the paper we use this
result to detect a new in4nite family of subclasses of P5-free graphs where the prob-
lem has a polynomial time solution. This family extends several previously studied
classes.
All graphs in the paper are undirected, without loops and multiple edges. Given
a graph G, we denote by V (G) and E(G) the vertex set and the edge set of G,
respectively. In addition, (G) is the number of vertices in a maximum size stable set
in G, and HG is the complement to G. For a vertex x∈V (G), we denote by N (x) the
neighborhood of x, i.e. the set of vertices adjacent to x. If U ⊆ V (G), then G[U ] is the
subgraph of G induced by set U . Also, NU (x)=N (x)∩U , N (U )=
⋃
x∈U NV (G)−U (x),
NW (U ) = N (U ) ∩W , where W ⊆ V (G),
A bipartite graph H = (W;B; E) consists of a set of white vertices W and a set of
black vertices B, and a set of edges E ⊆ W × B. As usual, Pn, Cn, and Kn;m denote,
respectively, the chordless path, the chordless cycle on n vertices and the complete
bipartite graph with parts of size n and m. Two particular graphs mentioned in the
paper are a chair (also called a fork) and a banner (Fig. 1).
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2. Reduction of the problem
Throughout the section G stands for a P5-free graph and S for a maximal under
inclusion stable set in G. The vertices of S will be called white and the remaining
vertices of G black. We start by developing a speci4c approach to 4nd a P4-free
augmenting graph for S with maximum increment. It is a simple observation that every
connected component of a P4-free bipartite graph is complete bipartite. In other words,
any two black vertices in the same connected component of a P4-free augmenting graph
have the same neighborhood in the set S. Let us call two black vertices x and y with
NS(x)=NS(y) similar. First, we partition the set of black vertices into similarity classes.
Next, each class of similarity C is partitioned into co-components, i.e. subsets each of
which forms a connected component in the complement to G[C]. Every co-component
of a similarity class will be called a node class. Two node classes are non-similar if
their vertices do not belong to the same similarity class.
Lemma 1. Let Q1 and Q2 be two non-similar node classes. If there is a pair of
non-adjacent vertices x∈Q1 and y∈Q2, then
either NS(Q1) ⊆ NS(Q2) or NS(Q2) ⊆ NS(Q1) or NS(Q1) ∩ NS(Q2) = ∅:
Furthermore, if NS(Q1)∩NS(Q2) = ∅ then no vertex in Q1 is adjacent to a vertex in
Q2.
Proof. To prove the 4rst part of the lemma, we assume by contradiction that NS(Q1)−
NS(Q2) contains a vertex a, and NS(Q2)− NS(Q1) contains a vertex b, and NS(Q1) ∩
NS(Q2) contains a vertex c. Then vertices a; x; c; y; b induce a P5 in G.
To prove the second part, we let x∈Q1 be non-adjacent to y∈Q2 and adjacent to
z ∈Q2. Without loss of generality we may assume that y is not adjacent to z since
otherwise such vertices can be found on the path connecting y to z in G[Q2]. But now
vertices a; x; z; b; y induce a P5 in G, where a∈NS(Q1) and b∈NS(Q2).
Let us associate with G and S an auxiliary graph  as follows. The vertices of  
are the node classes of G, and two vertices Qi and Qj are de4ned to be adjacent in  
if and only if:
• either each vertex of Qi is adjacent to each vertex of Qj in graph G,
• or NS(Qi) ⊆ NS(Qj) or NS(Qj) ⊆ NS(Qi).
In other words, due to Lemma 1, Qi and Qj are non-adjacent in  if and only if
NS(Qi) ∩ NS(Qj) = ∅ and no vertex in Qi is adjacent to a vertex in Qj.
To each vertex Qj of  we assign an integer number, the weight of the vertex, equal
to (G[Qj])− |NS(Qj)|.
Consider a stable set Q={Q1; : : : ; Qp} in graph  . Let us associate with each vertex
Qj ∈Q a complete bipartite graph Hj = (Wj; Bj; Ej) with Wj = NS(Qj) and Bj being
a stable set of maximum cardinality in G[Qj]. By Lemma 1, subsets W1; : : : ; Wp are
pairwise disjoint and the union
⋃p
j=1 Bj is a stable set in G. Hence the union of graphs
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H1; : : : ; Hp, denoted HQ, is a P4-free bipartite graph. The increment of HQ, equal to∑p
j=1 (|Bj|−|Wj|), coincides with the weight of Q, equal to
∑p
j=1 ((G[Qj])−|NS(Qj)|).
If the weight of Q is positive, then HQ is an augmenting graph for S. Moreover, if Q
is a stable set of maximum total weight in  , then the increment of HQ is maximum
over all P4-free augmenting graphs for S. Indeed, if H is a P4-free augmenting graph
for S with greater increment, then the node classes corresponding to the components of
H form a stable set in  , whose weight is obviously at least as large as the increment
of H and hence is greater than that of Q, contradicting the assumption. We thus have
proved
Lemma 2. If Q is a stable set of maximum weight in graph  , then the increment of
the corresponding graph HQ is maximum over all possible P4-free augmenting graphs
for S.
Assume now that S admits no augmenting graphs containing a P4, and let H be a
P4-free augmenting graph for S with maximum increment. Then, obviously, the stable
set obtained from S by H -augmentation is of maximum cardinality. This observation
together with Lemma 2 provide a way to reduce the stable set problem in P5-free
graphs to the following two subproblems:
(P1) 4nding augmenting graphs containing a P4;
(P2) 4nding a stable set of maximum weight in the auxiliary graph  .
We 4x this proposition in the following recursive procedure.
ALPHA(G)
Input: A P5-free graph G.
Output: A stable set S of maximum size in G.
1. Find an arbitrary maximal under inclusion stable set S in G. If S = V (G) go to 7.
2. As long as possible apply H -augmentations to S with H containing a P4.
3. Partition vertices in V (G)− S into node classes Q1; : : : ; Qk .
4. For every j = 1; : : : ; k, 4nd a maximum stable set Bj = ALPHA(G[Qj]).
5. Construct the auxiliary graph  and 4nd a stable set Q={Q1; : : : ; Qp} of maximum
weight in it.
6. If the weight of Q is positive, augment S by exchanging NS(Qi) by Bi for each
i = 1; : : : ; p.
7. Return S and STOP.
In the rest of this section we show that problem (P2), i.e. 4nding a stable set of
maximum weight in the graph  , has a polynomial time solution whenever G is a
P5-free graph.
Let us say that an edge (Qi; Qj) in the graph  is of type A if NS(Qi) ⊆ NS(Qj)
or NS(Qj) ⊆ NS(Qi), and of type B otherwise. Particularly, for every edge (Qi; Qj) of
type B, we have NS(Qi) − NS(Qj) = ∅, NS(Qj) − NS(Qi) = ∅ and hence each vertex
of Qi is adjacent to each vertex of Qj in the graph G.
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Claim 3. If vertices Q1; Q2; Q3 induce a P3 in  with edges (Q1; Q2) and (Q2; Q3),
then at least one of these edges is of type A.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that both edges are of type B. Denote by a a vertex
of G in NS(Q1) − NS(Q2) and by b a vertex of G in NS(Q3) − NS(Q2). Let qj ∈Qj,
j=1; 2; 3. By Lemma 1, (b; q1) ∈ E(G) and (a; q3) ∈ E(G). Then vertices a; q1; q2; q3; b
induce a P5 in G.
Claim 4. If vertices Q1; Q2; Q3; Q4 induce a P4 in  with edges (Q1; Q2), (Q2; Q3),
(Q3; Q4), then the mid-edge (Q2; Q3) is of type B and the other two edges are of type
A.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that edge (Q1; Q2) is of type B. Then from Claim 3 it
follows that (Q2; Q3) is of type A. Denote by a a vertex of G in NS(Q1)−NS(Q2) and
let qj ∈Qj, j = 1; 2; 3; 4. If q2 is not adjacent to q3, then G contains the induced path
P5 =(a; q1; q2; b; q3), where b is a vertex in NS(q2)∩NS(q3). Now let q2 be adjacent to
q3. If q3 is adjacent to q4, then G contains the induced path P5=(a; q1; q2; q3; q4). If q3
is not adjacent to q4, then the edge (Q3; Q4) is of type A and hence there is a vertex
b in NS(q3)∩NS(q4). But then G contains the induced path P5 = (a; q1; q2; q3; b). This
contradiction proves that (Q1; Q2) is of type A. Symmetrically, (Q3; Q4) is of type A.
To complete the proof, assume that the mid-edge (Q2; Q3) is of type A as well.
This implies that NS(Q1) ∪ NS(Q3) ⊆ NS(Q2) since NS(Q1) and NS(Q3) are disjoint.
Similarly, NS(Q2) ∪ NS(Q4) ⊆ NS(Q3). This is possible only if NS(Q1) = NS(Q4) = ∅,
which contradicts maximality of S.
Remark. In the concluding part of the proof of Claim 4 we did not use the fact that
vertices Q1 and Q4 are non-adjacent in  , which means that no induced C4 in  has
three edges of type A. In conjunction with Claim 3 this implies
Claim 5. In any induced C4 in graph  , adjacent edges have di>erent types.
Combining Claims 3–5, we obtain
Claim 6. Graph  contains no induced K2;3, P5, C5 and Banner.
Finally, we prove
Claim 7. Graph  contains no induced Ck with odd k ¿ 5.
Proof. By contradiction, let Ck = (x1; x2; : : : ; xk) be an induced cycle of odd length
k ¿ 5 in the complement to  . Consider two consecutive vertices of the cycle, say x1
and x2. It is not hard to see that pairs (xk−2; x1) and (x2; x5) form mid-edges of induced
P4’s in  . Hence by Claim 4 both edges are of type B. Now let us consider the set
of edges
F = {(x1; x5); (x1; x6); : : : ; (x1; xk−3); (x1; xk−2)}
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in graph  . Any two consecutive edges (x1; xj) and (x1; xj+1) in F belong to a C4
induced by vertices x1; xj; x2; xj+1 in graph  . Hence by Claim 4 edges of type A in F
strictly alternate with edges of type B. Since (x1; xk−2) is of type B and k is odd, we
conclude that (x1; x5) is an edge of type B in  . But then vertices x1; x5; x2 induce a
P3 in  with both edges of type B, contradicting Claim 3.
From Claims 6 and 7 we deduce that  is a Berge graph. It is known [2,15] that the
Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture is true in (P5,banner)-free graphs. We hence conclude
that
Lemma 8. Graph  is perfect.
Lemma 8 together with the result in [10] show that a stable set of maximum weight
in the graph  can be found in polynomial time. The weights (G[Qj]) to the vertices
of  are computed recursively. Obviously, if every step of a recursive procedure can
be implemented in polynomial time, and the number of recursive calls is bounded by
a polynomial, then the total time of the procedure is polynomial as well. In Algorithm
Alpha the recursion applies to vertex-disjoint subgraphs. Therefore, the number of
recursive calls is polynomial. Every step of Algorithm Alpha, other than Step 2, has a
polynomial time complexity. Thus, polynomial time solvability of Step 2 would imply
polynomiallity of the entire algorithm. The converse statement is trivial. As a result
we obtain
Theorem 9. The stable set problem in the class of P5-free graphs is polynomially
equivalent to the problem of Anding augmenting graphs containing a P4.
In the next section we describe a family of graph classes for which Step 2 of
Algorithm Alpha can be implemented in polynomial time.
3. Application to (P5; K2;m − e)-free graphs
Denote by K2;m − e a graph obtained from the complete bipartite graph K2;m by
removing an edge. In this section, we use the result of the previous one in order
to develop a polynomial time algorithm for the stable set problem in the subclass of
P5-free graphs that contain no induced K2;m−e for a 4xed m¿ 3. Thus, we provide an
in4nite family of graph classes where the problem has a polynomial time solution. This
family generalizes three previously studied cases: (P5; K1;m)-free graphs [13], (P5; K2;3)-
free graphs [13] and (P5; banner)-free graphs [11] (notice that a banner is exactly a
K2;3 − e).
The key idea in obtaining polynomial time algorithms is the notion of a minimal
under inclusion augmenting graph. Obviously any minimal graph is connected. How-
ever, not every connected augmenting graph is minimal. Consider, for example, a chair
(Fig. 1) and assume it is augmenting for a stable set S. Then the vertex of degree
three together with its two neighbors of degree one form an augmenting graph for S as
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well. The following lemma plays a crucial role in characterizing minimal augmenting
graphs.
Lemma 10. Let H = (W;B; E) be an augmenting graph with the set of white vertices
W and the set of black vertices B. If H is minimal, then for every subset A ⊆ W ,
|A|¡ |NB(A)|.
Proof. Assume |A|¿ |NB(A)| for some subset A of W . Clearly A = W and NB(A) = B,
since H is augmenting. But then H − (A∪NB(A)) is a proper induced subgraph of H
which is augmenting as well. This contradiction proves the lemma.
Lemma 11. In the class of (P5; K2;m−e)-free graphs every minimal augmenting graph
containing a P4 has at most 2m− 5 white vertices.
Proof. Let H = (W;B; E) be a minimal (P5; K2;m − e)-free augmenting graph. Denote
by H0 a maximal under inclusion complete bipartite subgraph of H . Also, let W0 =
W ∩V (H0); W1 =W −W0; B0 =B∩V (H0); B1 =B−B0. If W1 ∪B1 = ∅, then H is a
complete bipartite graph and hence contains no P4. Below we analyze the case when
W1 ∪ B1 = ∅. We 4rst derive a number of helpful observations.
(1) Each vertex in B1 (respectively W1) has a non-neighbor in W0 (respectively B0)
due to maximality of H0.
(2) Each vertex in W1 ∪ B1 has a neighbor in H0. To show this, assume W1 ∪ B1
contains a vertex that has no neighbors in H0 and let a∈W1 ∪ B1 denote such a
vertex that is furthermore nearest to H0. Then the neighbor b of a on a shortest
path to H0 has a neighbor c∈H0. In addition, from (1) we know that b has a
non-neighbor e∈V (H0) in the same part with c. But then vertices a; b; c; d; e form
an induced P5 in H , where d is an arbitrary vertex of H0 adjacent to c and e.
(3) No vertex a∈B1 is adjacent to a vertex b∈W1. To prove this, we denote by c a
non-neighbor of a in W0, by d a neighbor of b in B0 and by e a non-neighbor of
b in B0. If a would be adjacent to b, then vertices a; b; d; c; e would induce a P5
in H .
(4) Each vertex in W1∪B1 has at most m−2 neighbors in H0. Indeed, assume without
loss of generality that a vertex b1 ∈B1 has at least m−1 neighbors w1; w2; : : : ; wm−1
in W0 and let wm denote a non-neighbor of b1 in W0. Then for any b2 ∈B0, vertices
b1; b2; w1; w2; : : : ; wm induce a K2;m − e in H .
(5) If B1 = ∅ (respectively W1 = ∅), then |B0|6m − 2 (respectively |W0|6m −
2). By contradiction let b1 be a vertex in B1 and b2; b3; : : : ; bm vertices in B0.
Denote by w1 a neighbor and by w2 a non-neighbor of b1 in set W0. Then vertices
w1; w2; b1; b2; : : : ; bm induce a K2;m − e in H .
Assume B1 is not empty, then |B0|6m−2 by (5). Due to P5-freeness of H , NW (B1)=
NW (b) for some vertex b∈B1. Hence |NW (B1)|6m− 2 by (3) and (4). Denote D =
W0 − NW (B1), then NB(D) = B0. Also, from (3) we have NB(W1) ⊂ B0. Now from
minimality of H and Lemma 10 we deduce |D|¡ |B0|6m−2 and |W1|¡ |B0|6m−2.
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Consequently, if W1 = ∅, then |W | = |D| + |NW (B1)|6m − 3 + m − 2 = 2m − 5. If
W1 = ∅, we conclude by (5) that |W |= |W0|+ |W1|6m− 2 + m− 3 = 2m− 5.
To complete the proof, assume B1 is empty. Then W1 is not empty by assumption
and hence |W0|6m− 2 by (5). Since H is P5-free, NB(W1) =NB(w) for some vertex
w∈W1. In conjunction with (3) and (4) this implies that |NB(W1)|6m − 2. From
minimality of H and Lemma 10 we have |W1|¡ |NB(W1)|6m − 2. Consequently,
|W |= |W0|+ |W1|6m− 2 + m− 3 = 2m− 5.
It is clear that in a minimal augmenting graph the number of white vertices is exactly
one less than the number of black vertices. This observation together with Lemma 11
show that for a 4xed m, Algorithm Alpha can be implemented in polynomial time
when restricted to the class of (P5; K2;m − e)-free graphs. To make the running time
more precise, we introduce one more assumption.
Lemma 12. Let S be a maximal stable set in a (P5; K2;m − e)-free graph G. If every
node class of G has at least m − 1 pairwise non-adjacent vertices, then the corre-
sponding graph  associated with G and S is (P4; C4)-free.
Proof. First we show that under the lemma hypothesis every edge of  is of type A.
Indeed, by de4nition for every edge (Qi; Qj) of type B, both NS(Qi) − NS(Qj) = ∅
and NS(Qj) − NS(Qi) = ∅, and furthermore, each vertex in Qi is adjacent to each
vertex in Qj in graph G. Now let us consider a vertex a in NS(Qi)−NS(Qj), a vertex
b in Qi, a vertex c in NS(Qj) − NS(Qi) and m − 1 pairwise non-adjacent vertices
d1; : : : ; dm−1 in Qj. Then vertices a; b; c; d1; : : : ; dm−1 induce a K2;m− e in G. Hence, if
G is (P5; K2;m − e)-free, then  has no edges of type B. Now the proposition follows
from the second part of the proof of Claim 4 and the remark after the proof.
We summarize the above arguments in the concluding theorem.
Theorem 13. Let m¿ 3 be a Axed integer. Given a (P5; K2;m − e)-free graph G with
n vertices, one can And a maximum stable set in G in time O(n2m−2).
Proof. To derive the conclusion, it is su;cient to analyze Steps 2 and 5 of Algorithm
Alpha.
In Step 2, 4nding a single augmenting graph with at most 2m−4 black vertices can
be implemented in a trivial way in time O(n2m−4) by inspecting all subsets of black
vertices with cardinality at most 2m − 4. Since Step 2 is applied at most n times, its
total time complexity is O(n2m−3).
The general approach used in Step 2 4nds all types of augmenting graphs with at
most 2m−4 black vertices. Therefore, if a maximum stable set Bj ⊆ Qj, found in Step
4, contains at most 2m − 4 vertices, then Qj can be deleted from the graph. Indeed,
in this case |NS(Bj)|¿ |Bj| otherwise G[Bj ∪ NS(Bj)] is an augmenting graph with at
most 2m−4 black vertices. But then Qj can contribute nothing to the increment of the
sought for P4-free augmenting graph. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality
that graph  in Step 5 meets the condition of Lemma 12 and hence is (P4; C4)-free. A
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maximum weight stable set in a (P4; C4)-free graph can be found in linear time using
the “co-tree” structure of P4-free graphs [5]. Taking into account the recursive nature
of algorithm Alpha we conclude that the total time complexity of the algorithm in the
class under consideration is O(n2m−2).
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